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NOTICE OF INTENT TO REQUEST CONFIDENTIAL CLASSIFICATION 

Gainesville Regional Utilities (“GRU”) and Gainesville 

Renewable Energy Center, LLC (“GREC LLC”), pursuant to Section 

366.093, Florida Statutes (F.S.), and Rule 25-22.006, Florida 

Administrative Code (F.A.C.), hereby submit their Notice of 

Intent to Request Confidential Classification of certain 

confidential information that is responsive to Intervenor 

Stahmer’s Second Request for Production of Documents No. 1 (“SPOD 

No. 1”). The subject information, which was redacted from the 

publicly available response to SPOD No. 1 that was served on 

April 12, 2010, contains proprietary confidential business 

information relating to GREC LLC’s competitive interests, the 

disclosure of which would harm GREC LLC‘s competitive business 

interests. Therefore, GREC LLC requests that the Commission 

afford the subject information confidential classification. CCSM 
APA By way of further explanation, these confidential documents 
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have not executed a non-disclosure agreement. The documents are 

being submitted as a courtesy to the Commission Staff. The 

confidential documents will be provided to Intervenor Stahmer 

upon execution of a mutually acceptable non-disclosure agreement. 

A redacted copy of the documents is attached hereto as 

Exhibit A .  An envelope containing a confidential paper copy, 

highlighted in yellow, is attached hereto as Exhibit B. A l s o  

attached as Exhibit C is a copy of Intervenor Stahmer’s Request 

for Production of Documents No. 1. 

Pursuant to Rule 25-22.006(3) (a) (l), F.A.C., GREC LLC will 

file its Request for Confidential Classification for all 

con.fidentia1 information contained therein within 21 days of 

filing this request. 

Respectfully submitted this 26th day of April, 2010. 

Florida Bar No. Mkf428 
Robert Scheffel Wright 
Florida Bar No. 966721 
John T. LaVia, I11 
Florida Bar No. 853666 
Young van Assenderp, P . A .  
225 South Adams Street, Suite 200 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
Phone: 850/222-7206 
FAX: 850/561-6834 

Attorneys for GRU and GREC LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Notice, without the confidential attachment, has been 
served by hand delivery ( * )  or U . S .  Mail this 26th day of April, 
2010, on the following: 

Erik Sayler/Martha Carter Brown* 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Raymond 0. Manasco, Jr. 
Gainesville Regional Utilities 
P . O .  Box 147117 
Station A-138 
Gainesville, FL 32614-7117 

Pau.la H. Stahmer 
4621 Clear Lake Drive 
Gainesville, Florida 32607 
pau.lastahmer@aol.com 

Dia.n R. Deevey 
1702 SW 35th Place 
Gainesville, Florida 32608 
dia.ndv@bellsouth.net 
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HADDAD RESOURCE MANAGEMENT LLC 

Aggregate Construction Cost Index Evaluation 
Performed for Gainesville Regional Utilities 

February2009 

Introduction 

The purpose of this evaluation is to review work GRU has performed to date to develop a 
construction cost index that can be utilized for cost escalation purposes in GRU’s proposed 
contract with American Renewables. The scope of work outlined in this report will review this 
work, provide other index based format options, as well as alternatives to the utilization of pure 
index based escalation. 

Evaluation Methodology 

The following activities were performed in the development of the observations and 
recommendations provided. The steps performed in the process were as follows; 

Reviewed all data and correspondence provided with the task direction dated January 23, 
2009 and subsequent follow up with GRU 

Reviewed GRU’s original RFP, redacted binding proposal received from American 
Renewables, and the published GRU evaluation and recommendations 

Reviewed both national and regional Bureau of Labor Statistics indices and associated 
databases applicable to this project 

Reviewed market based data for critical commodities typically used in power plant 
construction 

Utilizing experience gained from successfully negotiating and managing large scale full 
and partial requirement wholesale power contracts and merchant purchase power 
agreements, compiled and assessed the available information fiom both an academic and 
transactional perspective 

Observations and recommendations are outlined in the following format: 

Evaluation of the proposed indices consistent with the project task assignment 

General comments and recommendations for alternative approaches to index 
based escalation 

Alternative recommendation for construction project cost management 



Evaluation of Proposed Indices 

An escalation index should accurately represent changes to costs or prices that occur over a 
specific period of time. 

Although information was not available to determine the basis for indices chosen or their 
weighting, it is assumed that the proposed methodology is an attempt to approximate the true 
changes to the cost of construction rather than to capture new pricing opportunities. In this 
regard, general comments related to the proposed index are as follows; 

The proposed index represents a weighted compilation of a variety of commodity, 
finished goods, partially finished goods, professional and craft labor, aggregate 
indices and currency. It is recommended that a consistent format be utilized. 
Commodity based, finished goods based, or an industry recognized aggregate 
index that is inflation adjusted are options which can be considered. 

The greatest co 
for raw materials. 
steel, nickel, copper, and aluminum are commodities used heavily in power plant 
construction. Although partially finished steel indices are proposed, the 
weighting seems modest. 

although it would be reasonable to expect finished goods indicators to lag the 
actual volatility of the raw materials from which they were produced. 

In general, manufacturing and finished goods indices should be nationally based. 
Construction labor should be regionally based as there are substantial differences 
between regional and national averages. Assuming that man-hours for the project 
were reasonably budgeted, the greatest cost exposure is labor productivity. 

Recognizing that engineering for environmentally sound projects is mature and 
that the wage rates movements are relatively stable, the value of using this index 
is questionable. Engineering for a tightly scoped project is typically performed at 
a fixed price as productivity has a greater effect on outcome than a change in 
wage rate. 

The Handy-Whitman index is a nationally recognized aggregate indicator of 
regional construction cost. It is widely used in the regulatory arena to support 
price changes in power related capital projects. As the data is typically provided 
in real dollars, inflation adjustment is necessary. In the absence of a compelling 
argument for a more accurate alternative, the Handy-Whitman index could be 
used as the primary mechanism for any proposed price change. 
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It is recommended that GRU utilize the most appropriate aggregate Handy 
Whitman index available for public construction projects in the Southeast. As an 
aggregate index should already have reasonable weightings for the contributors to 
total project cost, additional escalation provisions should not be necessary. 

The Euro to US dollar exchange rate should already be imbedded in the indices 
for the cost of manufactured goods and consideration should be given to the 
removal of this index. 

As GRU has already noted, the proposed escalator a 
affected pricing cannot substantiate a requeste -crease. An additional analysis 
was performed utilizing the proposed weighted index to determine levels of cost impacts that 
could have occurred in the timeframes that pricing was discussed with American Renewables. 

lied to the timefi-ame that would have 

General Comments and Recommendations 

From a contractual standpoint, the use of automatic price escalators carries considerable risk. 
From the research performed, there appears to be no single index or compilation of indices that 
have excellent correlation with the underlying cost of construction. A second concern is the 
unstable state of the economy which could have consequences that cause even historically 
predictable indices to vary significantly fi-om established norms. 

It is therefore recommended that any index based automatic adjustment be capped to allow GRU 
the opportunity reexamine the project economics once a specified escalation level was exceeded. 
Should GRU and American Renewables prefer to remain with an index based format, the 
following alternatives are presented for your consideration. They are; 
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Recommendation 1 Aggregate Index Approach: Use the Handy- Whitman regional 
index for construction. Use of this index would represent a conservative escalation 
methodology as the index tracks cost trends over time, not short term volatility or peaks 
in market demand. Of the Handy Whitman indices available, it is recommended that 
GRU select the index which best approximates the cost of construction (primarily labor) 
in the Southeast as the cost in this region can be substantially different from other areas 
of the country. 

Use CPI to adjust for inflation as the base index is stated in real dollars. Although this is 
probably the most conservative method of index based escalation, it is industry 
recognized and has stood up to regulatory tests of its applicability. 

Recommendation 2 Average Finished Goods Approach: Use a weighted nationally 
based comprehensive manufactured finished goods index, a regionally based construction 
labor index, and the CPI to cover miscellaneous labor and materials. 

Recommendation 3 Industry Specific Finished Goods Approach: Use specific 
finished goods (steel pipe and tube, heat exchangers and condensers, etc) related to power 
plant construction weighted in proportion to the typical quantity percentages utilized in 
the facility. Use the regional construction labor index and CPI for miscellaneous material 
and labor. 

Recommendation 4 Raw Material Commodity Approach: Use raw material 
commodity based indices for steel, concrete, copper, nickel, and aluminum weighted to 
the typical percentages used in the facility. Use the regional construction labor index and 
CPI to cover miscellaneous material and labor. This weighted index has the potential for 
the greatest volatility and should only be considered if a cap on escalation is used in 
conjunction with this methodology. 

Regardless of the index based methodology chosen, the basis by which escalation is applied to 
each major cost component of construction is also critical to accurately capturing cost impacts. 
Although an argument can be made that escalation should be applied fiom the date the project 
cost estimate was generated, real world cost exposure varies with the timing of major contract 
awards and their associated price provisions. Much of the cost exposure is either eliminated or 
quantified prior to receiving a Notice to Proceed. 

Alternative Approach to Construction Project Cost Management 

In general, if a counterparty requests a change in the monetary value or scope upon which they 
were originally evaluated, the burden of proof should be on that counterparty to demonstrate how 
impacts could not have been anticipated in advance or that the use of industry accepted indices 
are not reasonable. Without reasonable transparency, it will be difficult for GRU to determine 
whether requested price adjustments are due to cost based impacts or represent an attempt to 
capture lost market opportunities. To the point that an extraordinary situation impacting price is 
demonstrated, the parties should work together in good faith to achieve a reasonable resolution, 
There are often a number of options that can be employed to keep a promising project moving 
forward.. . . . .or to terminate one if the risks are deemed unacceptable. 
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Recognizing that mitigation of risk is a fundamental goal for this project, the following 
a1 ternative approach is recommended for your consideration; 

EPC Major Equipment Fixed Price 
Fixed or specific escalator 

Major power block, turbine generator, and some associated balance of plant equipment 
are typically placed under contract early in the process. American Renewables 
specifically referenced this in their proposal data. It should be assumed that they retained 
options from their Texas project for additional units or that the templates for their 
contract obligations are well defined. 

It is therefore recommended that the EPC component be fixed or indexed based on the 
actual escalation terms of American Renewables contract with the EPC provider, if those 
escalators are acceptable to GRU. 

Engineering Fixed Price 

Engineering is predictable and well defined, especially for power projects that are not 
“first of a kind” units, As wage rates and typical engineering costs as a percentage of 
total project cost are predictable, the only uncertainties are major scope changes that 
occur as a result of environmental permitting requirements that were not anticipated in 
advance. With scope well defined, the true cost exposure is productivity which should be 
left as the responsibility of American Renewables. 

It is therefore recommended that the Engineering scope be fixed. 

Construction Labor Fixed Price 
Regional labor index 

Estimated man-hours and the target wage rate should be estimated and agreed upon in 
advance. Man-hour adjustments would only occur for changes in scope that may result 
from unanticipated permitting requirements. 
Construction labor could be indexed based on BLS regional wage rates, a Handy 
Whitman equivalent index (if a labor specific index is available), or another index 
acceptable to the parties that has reasonable correlation the indices recommended. It 
shouId be fixed no later than when the Notice to Proceed is given as the contractor should 
take all productivity risk from that point forward. 

Balance of Plant 
Miscellaneous Facilities/Buildings/Other 

Regional aggregate index 

These balance of plant facilities outside of the EPC scope of services can be escalated 
based on an aggregate Handy Whitman index but should be fixed at the time of contract 
award. 
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Need for Power and Permitting GRU Time and Materials 

It is recommended that GRU consider taking the lead role in the Need for Power 
application process and environmental permitting. This is the most difficult scope to 
define in advance along with its corresponding price exposure. In addition, this activity 
creates the greatest potential for schedule slip as well as requirements for significant 
investment in anciIlary equipment and incremental operating costs over the life of the 
plant. Considering that this cost exposure will flow to GRU through the purchase power 
agreement and that GRU has a long standing and credible relationship with the regulatory 
agencies in Florida, the best opportunity for risk mitigation in this phase is to self perform 
the function. American Renewables would remain integral to the process and provide 
necessary support functions as required. 

Conclusion 

Although the American Renewable proposal to use an index based escalation mechanism is 
plausible, it is not without inherent risk. Correlation to the actual cost of construction does not 
carry the level of accuracy that an entity might typically utilize as a financial hedging 
mechanism. 

If after an examination of available alternatives, an index based approach remains the preferable 
alternative, it is recommended that the parties utilize an industry recognized, regionally based 
aggregate index such as the Handy- Whitman Index adjusted for inflation. A compelling 
argument should be required for any hybrid index that is requested as an alternative. 

In addition, index based adjustments should be applied and prices fixed as major procurements 
are completed to minimize residual escalator risks that could occur between contract award and 
Notice to Proceed. 

Frederick F. Haddad Jr. 
President 
Haddad Resource Management LLC 
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HADDAD RESOURCE MANAGEMENT LLC 

Draft Report 

---'Index Evaluation 

Introduction 

Gainesville Regional Utilities has expended a considerable amount of time and effort to 
develop fair and reasonable construction cost indices to be used as price adjustment 
mechanisms in their proposed contract with American Renewables. Based on 

The purpose of this evaluation is to review the referenced indices and provide 
recommendations to GRU for indices that could be utilized for construction cost related 
price adjustments to this contract. 

Study Methodology 

The evaluation performed was divided into five subtasks identified as follows; 

Subtask 1 : Meet with GRU staff to review the Handy Whitman indices 
available to GRU under their license agreement 

Subtask 2: Review the available Handy Whitman aggregate indices and 
provide recommendations as to which might be most representative of 
construction cost changes in Florida 
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Subtask 3: Review aggregate construction cost indices published by the 
McGraw Hill Engineering News Report and provide recommendations as to 
which might be most applicable to construction cost changes in Florida 

Subtask 4: Review and evaluate the American Renewables proposed hybrid 
index to determine its suitability for construction cost escalation purposes. 

Subtask 5: Compare the recommended ENR, and the American Renewables 
proposed hybrid indices to determine which indices best correlate to the 
preferred Handy Whitman index as well as construction costs in Florida. As 
indices are particularly sensitive to the base year utilized, comparative analyses 
are performed on an 8, 5,2,  and one year basis. 

Study Results 

Subtask 1 : Subtask 1 was completed on March 26,2009 and resulted in a compilation of 
data through July, 2008. Although this data adequately captured the rapid escalation in costs 
experienced by the industry during this timeframe, more recent data would better reflect 
which index best captures the downturn the industry seen later in the year. With the 
assistance of GRU staff, the data was updated to January 2009 using the preliminary Handy 
Whitman Report No. 169. 

Subtask 2: The Handy-Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction Costs is an industry 
recognized means of adjusting construction costs over time. The report is published on a 
semi annual basis and is divided into four major construction categories, with each category 
subdivided into six geographic regions. The indices for this study came from the Cost 
Trends for Electric Utility Construction, South Atlantic Region (Reference Table E-2). 
Although there are 43 individual and aggregate indices in this category, the two most 
applicable aggregate indices for this project were determined to be the Total Plant-All Steam 
Generation and the Total Steam Production Plant. The indices were charted over both a 10 
year and 5 year period to determine which index better followed cost trends actually 
experienced, particularly the rapid rise and fall of prices during the 2008 time frame. Tables 
1 and 2 show these results. 
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Table 1: 

Ten Year Comparison of Handy Whitman Indices 

Time 

+H-W E2 Total Steam Prod Plt 

+H-W Total Plt All Stm Gen 

Table 2 

Five Year Comparison of Handy Whitman Indices 
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Based on the comparative data generated within the scope of this analysis, it is 
recommended that the Handy-Whitman Total Steam Production Plant Index be utilized. It 
appears to both specifically include the materials and construction related to this project and 
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better emulates the significant upturn and downturns experienced recently in the industry. 
For purposes of the comparative analyses being performed in subsequent subtasks, the 
Handy-Whitman Total Steam Production Plant Index will be utilized. 

Subtask 3 : The McGraw Hill Engineering News Report provides historical aggregate 
indices for Construction Cost (CCI), Building Cost (BCI), Materials Price, Skilled Labor, 
and Common Labor based on a 20 city average. The construction and building cost indices 
represent a weighting of specific quantities of material, material cost, labor hours, and labor 
wage rates. The Materials cost indices represent a weighting of specific quantities and types 
of building materials only. The Skilled Labor and Common Labor indices track wage rates 
and benefits for specific trade’s categories. The ENR also publishes Construction Cost and 
Building Cost Indices specific to each of the 20 cities as well. 

For the purpose of this comparative analysis, the Building Cost Index appears to be the most 
appropriate as the weightings of specific materials and skilled labor are more applicable to 
electric utility construction than other available ENR indices. The 20 City Average BCI will 
be utilized as well as the Atlanta specific BCI to better reflect construction costs in the 
Southeast region. 

evaluation, it is questionable whether the LIBOR swap rate and US Dollar to Euro exchange 
rate are applicable to physical construction cost escalation. The LIBOR swap rate is 
typically applicable to variable and fixed rate financing or as a hedge for other financial 
transactions. Although an argument can be made that the currency exchange rate can affect 
pricing of materials and equipment purchased globally, the magnitude of this effect as it 
relates to’ material prices already included in established aggregate indices cannot be 
quantified. Including these financial escalators at a time when global economic instability 
has put common economic fundamentals in question introduces another element of price risk 
to GRU that arguably is unrelated to the physical cost of construction. 

Although the appropriateness of this hybrid index is questionable, it has been included in the 
comparative evaluation for GRU’s consideration. The 25 year LIBOR used in this analysis 
was generated as an average of the 20 year and 30 year rates supplied by Bloomberg. 
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Subtask 5: An 8, 5,2 ,  and one year analyses were performed and the results shown in 
Tables 3,4, 5 and 6 respectively. 

Table 3 

Table 4 
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Conclusion: 

It is recommended that GRU utilize cost adjustment indices for electric utility power plant 
construction costs that are established in the industry for this purpose. This would allow 
GRU an easily identified index and a relatively straightforward calculation of cost changes 
related to this project. In addition, these indices are widely utilized in the regulatory arena 
and can be used as well to credibly support rate changes that may be required to support the 
project. 

Of the nationally recognized indices available, it is recommended that the following indices 
be utilized; 

Handy-Whitman Total Steam Production Plant Table E-2 Line 6 

If an Engineering News Report index is preferred; 

ENR BCI Atlanta 
ENR BCI 20 City Average time 0.95 would be a reasonable equivalent 
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t i4DDAD RESOURCE MP.NAGEMENT LLC 

Draft Report 

Aggregate Construction Index Calculation 

Performed for Gainesville Regional Utilities April 2009 

Introduction: As a result of Gainesville Regional Utilities ongoing negotiations 
with American Renewables, a new construction cost adjustment index concept was 
developed from the previous recommendations provided under Task 1 and Task 2 
assignments. Under the Task 3 assignment to review the proposed purchase power 
agreement for this project, it was requested that a new Aggregate Construction 
Index definition be generated and incorporated into the draft PPA document. The 
following represents the evaluation of alternatives for the proposed index as well 
as recommended wording for GRU' s consideration. 

Study Methodology: The study methodology involved the evaluation of three 
alternatives. They were; 

1) Use of direct monthly data posted for the month in which the 
Construction Commencement Date occurs compared to the base month of 



Conclusion: 

It is recommended that GRU utilize cost adjustment indices for electric utility power plant 
construction costs that are established in the industry for this purpose. This would allow 
GRU an easily identified index and a relatively straightforward calculation of cost changes 
related to this project. In addition, these indices are widely utilized in the regulatory arena 
and can be used as well to credibly support rate changes that may be required to support the 
project. 

Of the nationally recognized indices available, it is recommended that the following indices 
be utilized; 

Handy-Whitman Total Steam Production Plant Table E-2 Line 6 

If an Engineering News Report index is preferred; 

ENR BCI Atlanta 
ENR BCI 20 City Average time 0.95 would be a reasonable equivalent 



Study Results: The resulting calculations based on the three evaluated 
methodologies for the time period between April 2008 and March 2009 are shown 
on Chart 1. 

Chart 1 

Aggregate Construction Index Comparison 
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Chart 2 
Aggregate Construction Index Comparison 
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introduced by the exchange rate can be dampened. 

It is therefore recommended that the hybrid calculation methodology as described 
in Alternative 3 be utilized for this purpose. IF GRU concurs, the following 



The use of the hybrid calculation methodology as recommended represents a 
reasonable compromise based on the interests of the parties and the risk exposure 
that Gainesville Regional Utilities could incur. 
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BEFORE THE 
FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the Matter of: 

DOCKET NO. 090451-EM 

JOINT PETITION TO DETERMINE NEED 
FOR GAINESVILLE RENEWABLE ENERGY 
CENTER IN ALACHUA COUNTY, BY 
GAINESVILLE REGIONAL UTILITIES 
AND GAINESVILLE RENEWABLE ENERGY 
CENTER, LLC. 
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APRIL 5,2010 

INTERVENER STAHMER’S REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

TO PETITIONERS GREC AND GRU (1) 

1. 
Intervener Stahmer’s First Set of Interrogatories (1). 

Please provide copies of all documents referenced or discussed in your response 

RESPECTFULLY submitted this 5& day of APRIL, 20 10. 

s/ Paula H. Stahmer. ~ r o  se 
Intervener 
462 1 Clear Lake Drive 
Gainesville, FL 32607 
Phone: 352-373-3958 
Cell: 352-222- 1063 
E-mail: Paulastahmer@aol.com 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Paula H. Stahmer, hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing has 
been served on the following via hand delivery* or electronic and United States Mail on April 
5*, 2010: 

Roy C. Young/Schef Wright* 
225 South Adams Street, Suite 200 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
Phone: 850-222-7206 

Email: ryounn@,yvlaw .net 
FAX: 561-6834 

Dian R. Deevey 
1702 S W 3 5* Place 
Gainesville, FL 32608 
Phone: 352-373-0181 
Email: Diandv(ibellsouth.net 

Martha Brown 
Senior Attorney, MBrown($PSC.STATE.FL. US 
Office of General Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Erik Saylor" 
Senior Attorney, esayler@PSC.STATE.FL.US 
Office of General Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Teresa Walsh 
TFWalsh@PSC.STATE.FL.US 
Office of General Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 



s/Paula H. Stahmer, pro se 
Intervener 
462 1 Clear Lake Drive 
Gainesville, FL 32607 
Phone: 352-373-3958 
Cell: 352-222-1063 
Email: Paulastahmer@,aol.com 
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DATE: April 26,2010 

Robert Wright 

FROM: Diamond Williams, Office of Commission Clerk 

TO: 

RE: Acknowledgement of Receipt of Confidential Filing 

This will acknowledge receipt of a CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENT filed in Docket Number 

090451-EM or, if filed in an undocketed matter, concerning Response to Intervenor Stahmer's 

Second Request for Production of Documents No. 1 ("SPOD No. I"), and filed on behalf of 

Gainesville Regional Utilities And Gainesville Renewable Energy Center LLC. The document will 

be maintained in locked storage. 

If you have any questions regarding this document, please contact Kim PeAa, Records 

Management Assistant, at (850) 41 3-6393. 
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